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Abstract
The use of tethers in space has an exciting promise in future astronautical applications,
with the possibility of providing more sophisticated functionality to satellites and space-
craft. Some of these applications include adjoining satellites, creating microgravity envi-
ronments, generating power, and transferring momentum between spacecraft. The focus
of this project is to investigate the possible reduction in convective heat flux and temper-
atures on a manned capsule as a result of re-entry with an attached momentum exchange
tether, including how various tether parameters affect these results.
Using a “bottom-up” approach by modeling the system as a series of lumped masses
and rigid rods (links) in conjunction with Lagrange’s equations, software was developed
using Mathematica R© that is capable of generating the equations of motion for any arbitrary
number of links. To solve the resulting equations of motion, a separate dynamic dumbbell
station/capsule swing model was developed for both an inelastic and elastic tether to
provide a realistic initial condition vector for the re-entry simulation. Mathematica R©was
also used to solve the equations of motion numerically, allowing for a simple and effective
software workflow.
For the analysis, the resulting motion of the capsule was studied in the case of varying
tether length, tether diameter, and capsule mass. Accordingly, the resulting heat loads
on the capsule were calculated using a simple 1-D multilayer heat transfer model based
on the previously-analyzed dynamic cases. For certain cases, the presence of a tether can
reduce the convective heat flux by almost 60% and the surface temperature by just over
20% when compared to an equivalent tether-less system.
It is debatable as to whether or not a momentum exchange tether would serve as
an effective hypersonic parachute for a manned re-entry mission. Such a conclusion
depends on yet unexplored or undetermined parameters (e.g. the fatigue properties of
the capsule’s heat shield or the actual weight of the capsule before re-entry). Nevertheless,
if designing a mission to use a relatively light capsule and a long/thick tether, this feasibility
x




The concept of implementing tethers for use in space began with Tsiolokovskii in 1895
with his ‘Day-Dreams of Earth and Heaven’ [1]. The idea was simple: artificial gravity
could be created in space using a centrifugal force from a spinning tether/counter-weight
system. Since then, many authors, particularly science fiction writers, have borrowed the
idea of space tethers for use in their stories. Such a well known example would be The
Fountains of Paradise by the late Arthur C. Clarke [2]. In Clarke’s elaborate story, a complex
orbital tower is suspended in GEO (Geosynchronous Earth Orbit) using a tether anchored
to Earth. Stories such as these have inspired many scientists and engineers to study the
possibilities of using tethers for a variety of astronautical purposes.
1.1 Uses for Tethers
1.1.1 Adjoining Objects in Orbit
A serious consideration for applying tethers to space-related missions includes simply
adjoining objects in orbit [3]. These objects, whether spacecraft or satellites, could benefit
in several ways by being connected via a tether. First, spacecraft connected by a tether
could easily share electric power or other supplies by a simple transport mechanism. By
connecting two (or multiple) spacecraft in this way, complicated and potentially dangerous
docking maneuvers could be avoided, thus saving fuel and eliminating the risk of an
accident. An additional use for joining objects in space would be to align an array of
various sensors or satellites across a certain region of Earth’s orbit. By creating an array of
sensors or satellites that span a large distance, a single system could measure or transmit
information from several locations simultaneously, including regions which are located
very far apart. This concept has been studied in-depth by Chobotov et al. [4].
1
1.1.2 Creating Microgravity Environments
Another exciting application of space tethers involves creating microgravity environments
in space. The most obvious benefit of microgravity would be improving the living condi-
tions aboard space stations for humans through the production of centrifugal force, since
even the smallest amount of gravity in these situations can enhance the living experience
of an astronaut [3]. Likewise, production of microgravity can aid in the servicing of
spacecraft, particularly during refueling [5]. In the presence of zero-gravity, liquids (in
this case, propellant) tend to fragment into small droplets from the effects surface tension;
hence, this property proposes a definite problem for refueling operations in space. Thus,
through the help of a tether, a centrifugal force could be created that recreates a small
fraction of gravity—enough to make a refueling operation possible.
1.1.3 Power Generation & Momentum Exchange
Perhaps the most exciting possibilities of space tethers lie with conducting tethers and
momentum exchange between spacecraft. Conducting electrodynamic tether systems are
interesting because of the way they interact with the geomagnetic field. If a conducting
insulated tether is deployed vertically from a spacecraft and an induced EMF is driven
against it with the help of an on-board power supply, then the Ampere forces along
the tether could produce small thrusts for a spacecraft [6]. However, if this process is
reversed, this conducting tether could operate as a power generator by passing through
the Earth’s magnetic field at a non-zero velocity. Although the Ampere forces decelerate
the spacecraft-tether system in this case, the energy generated could be produced with an
efficiency of 90% or more [6].
In addition to conducting tethers, an appealing application of tether systems involves
the transfer of energy between orbiting objects through the sharing of momentum. Unlike
the burning and release of propellants to position a spacecraft, tether-assisted maneuvers
involve pure energy and angular momentum exchange between objects when performed
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in the vacuum of space. This method has the potential to produce sizable fuel savings for
spacecraft, as suggested by Carroll [7]. This transfer of momentum has several compelling
uses for spacecraft operations, such as payload launching and releasing. If a spacecraft
wishes to release a payload into upper orbit, a tether could be deployed in order to sling-
shot the payload while simultaneously placing the orbiter into a re-entry path. Conversely,
a spacecraft could also propel itself into upper orbit without thrusters by “swinging” an
object into a re-entry trajectory towards Earth [3]. Both of these methods utilize the pure
exchange of energy through angular momentum, which would be extremely appealing for
those who wish to perform efficient maneuvers in space that usually require a sufficient
amount of fuel.
1.2 Project Objective
The overall objective of this project is to quantify the benefits of using a momentum
exchange tether as a hypersonic parachute during the de-orbiting a manned re-entry
capsule from a base station. Specifically, the author investigates the possible reduction
in aerothermal heat flux and temperatures on the capsule as a result of re-entry with an
attached tether, including how various tether parameters affect these results. In this way,
not only could the utilization of a TSS (Tethered Space System) for manned re-entry reduce
the overall cost of long-term space operations though curtailing the amount of required
fuel to perform a standard de-orbit maneuver (in both the capsule and base station), but
leaving the tether attached to the capsule after its released from the base station could also
provide additional drag during the pre-parachute phase—effectively altering the role of
the momentum exchange tether to that of a hypersonic parachute. As such, the presence
of a tether during re-entry could reduce mission costs by extending the lifetime of the
capsule’s heat shield or by reducing the capsule weight through curtailing the amount
of required heat shield material. The results of this preliminary research will be use to




Figure 1.1: Various phases of tether deployment & tether release.
The various phases of tether deployment and release for a capsule de-orbiting maneu-
ver are as follows [Figure 1.1]:
1. Phase 1: The capsule is pushed/released away from the front of the station (pointing
downward) with some initial velocity.
2. Phase 2: Once Earth’s gravity gradient has pulled the capsule to the desired tether
length, the deployment mechanism is halted, which causes the capsule to swing
toward the local vertical.
3. Phase 3: As soon as the capsule has reached the local relative equilibrium (local
vertical), the tether is severed at the deployer end.
4. Phase 4: After severing the tether, the capsule/tether system proceeds into a re-
entry trajectory toward Earth while the base station is put into a higher orbit due to
momentum conservation.
This project focuses mainly on Phase 4, during the capsule/tether system’s re-entry into the
atmosphere. However, Phases 2 and 3 are also investigated partially in order to properly
analyze the re-entry scenario in Phase 4.
4
1.3 Overview of Thesis
• Chapter 1 introduces the topic of space tethers and their many potential applications,
including the main objective of the project and an outline of this thesis.
• Chapter 2 describes the literature review performed on the topic of momentum
exchange tethers for the purpose of atmospheric re-entry.
• Chapter 3 describes the dynamic modeling of the capsule/tether system during
Phase 4, including the numerical implementation of the equations of motion and the
application of appropriate software.
• Chapter 4 explains the modeling of the capsule/station system during swing and
release (Phases 2 and 3) for the purpose of finding the conditions of the capsule and
tether during release. These release conditions are used as initial conditions for the
modeling of the re-entry phase in Chapter 3.
• Chapter 5 analyzes the resulting dynamics of the capsule/tether system during re-
entry, including the effects of tether length, tether diameter, and capsule mass on the
system’s dynamics.
• Chapter 6 introduces the heat transfer model used for the capsule and analyzes
the resulting heat loads (convective heat fluxes and temperatures) on the capsule’s
leading edge. Following Chapter 5, the effects of tether length, tether diameter, and
capsule mass on the both the convective heat flux and capsule’s temperature profile
are explored.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the results from the analysis and provides suggestions for





With regards to using momentum exchange tethers for de-orbiting a payload, many
recently published papers deal with novel methods of tether deployment [8, 9, 10]. This
result is not surprising: deployment is considered to be one of the most delicate tether
operations [10], and several of the tether missions flown in the past two decades have
had issues or problems concerning deployment—including SEDS-1 [11], TSS-1 [12], and
MAST [13]. One interesting paper on tether deployment concerns a tether-assisted re-
entry of a capsule from the ISS [14]. This paper by Zimmermann is significant because of
its similarities to the system described in this paper: it describes the equations of motion
for a simple TSS whose purpose is to de-orbit a capsule. The system is described in Figure
2.1, where ` is the tether length, θ is the in-plane angle, and φ is the out-of-plane angle.
Circular Orbit
Figure 2.1: Diagram of simple TSS.
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where , ω is the orbit angular velocity, µ is the gravitational parameter, T is the tether
tension, FB is the brake force from the deployer’s braking mechanism, and T = FB for a
massless tether. It is noted that in Eq. 2.1–2.3, the base station is assumed to be much
larger than the re-entry capsule. According to Gläßel et al. [16], pure in-plane motion will
not excite out-of-plane motion, but not vice-versa. Thus, for a massless tether (dumbbell
model), the in-plane state equations that may be used for numerical simulations are
x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4
]T
(2.4)
ẋ1 = x3 (2.5)
ẋ2 = x4 (2.6)
ẋ3 = −(x3 − ω)
2x4
x2
− 3ω2 sin x1 cos x1 (2.7)
ẋ4 = x2
[






where u = FB for T ≥ 0.
Using these equations to model the TSS numerically, Zimmermann investigates opti-
mal control of a tether deployment system specifically for a re-entry capsule by studying










where ta and te are the initial and final time of the deployment phase, J1 is a cost function
that minimizes the control effort, and J2 is a cost function that minimizes tension variation.
From the results found in [16], both cost functions are effective for controlling deployment;
however, minimizing the tension variation seems to be more desirable for effectively
minimizing unwanted oscillations.
Zimmermann et al. separates the tether deployment into three phases:
1. Deployment towards the local vertical, stabilizing the capsule 1-2 km below the
station. This phase includes high sensitivity with respect to perturbations since the
gravity gradient forces are still low.
2. Deployment towards the final tether length. Active braking is included in both
Phases 1 and 2. Phase 2 is considered terminated when ˙̀ = 0.
3. Tether swing-back and severing at the local vertical. Note that ˙̀, ῭ = 0 during this
phase (` = constant), and the deployment mechanism is blocked.
As for deployment stability, Bainum and Kumar used the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion
to discover that the system in Figure 2.1 is stable (during Phase 2) as long as the following
condition is met [17]: ∣∣∣∣∣∣ ˙̀Ω`
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < C, (2.11)
where Ω is the orbital angular rate of the TSS and C ≈ 0.75.
It is noted that Eq. 2.11 assumes the base station is massive; thus, it does not apply
to the TSS in this paper. However, an approach similar to Bainum and Kumar could
be taken in order to find the required deployment stability criterion. Hence, given the
abundance of research in tether deployment control and the recent deployment success
during the YES2 (Young Engineer’s Satellite 2) mission [18], future prospects for a viable
tether deployment strategy for a re-entry mission are promising.
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2.2 Tether System Modeling
With regard to previous literature on the topic of modeling a re-entering capsule/tether
system, the author has only discovered one paper on the topic. This paper, which was
written by Krischke et al. about the capsule/tether system used in the 1993 SEDS-1 mission
[19], describes the exact scenario studied in this paper: using a long tether attached to
a re-entry capsule for use as a hypersonic parachute. Though Krischke claims that the
SEDS-1 capsule could see a heat flux reduction up to one order of magnitude with a 20 km
long, heat-resistant tether, there are notable dissimilarities between the system in his paper
and in this one. Not only is the capsule mass in his analysis several orders of magnitude
less than that which will be used in this study, but his work makes no mention of how
the tether parameters would affect the system dynamics and the capsule heating. Thus,
given these differences, the author will need to perform additional dynamic modeling.
A typical method for modeling a TSS mathematically includes a system with two point
masses that are connected by a perfectly flexible thread [20]. Due to the fact that the tether
diameter dimension is much smaller than that of both the tether length and end-bodies,
the lack of tether bending stiffness is considered a very reasonable assumption. In this
model, we have a tether ÃB connecting two end-masses at both A and B; an infinitesimal
segment, ds, located at an arclength position, s ∈ (A,B), with an internal tension force,
T(s, t); and a geocentric reference frame XYZ with a defining radius vector, R(s, t) [Figure
2.2].
In Figure 2.2, ρ(s) is the mass per unit length at s, the gravitational acceleration g =
µR/R3 (where R = ‖R‖), and F is the sum of all other purturbing forces per unit length




ds = T(s + ds, t) − T(s, t) − ρ(s)
µR
R3
ds + F ds. (2.12)
9
Figure 2.2: Tether modeling diagram.
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assuming that ρ is a constant along the tether. Since the tether does not resist bending, its
tension force is always directed along the thread direction,





where t̂ is the unit tangent vector. Adopting Hooke’s law as an appropriate description
of elasticity, we have
T = E(γ − 1), γ =
∥∥∥∥∥∂R∂s
∥∥∥∥∥ , (2.15)
where E is the tether’s extension stiffness.
















where FA and FB refer to the overall perturbing forces on each of the end-bodies located
at positions A and B, respectively. Of course, realizing that TA = T(A, t) and TB = T(B, t),
we have











which allows Eq. 2.16 to act as “end conditions” for the PDE (Partial Differential Equation)
found in Eq. 2.13. Combining Eq. 2.13–2.15, 2.16, and 2.17, we are left with the following
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which are the governing equations for the system.
Due to the inherent complexity in solving the PDEs in Eq. 2.20–2.22 using a general
“top-down” approach, the author has decided to solve the TSS in this paper using a
simplified “bottom-up” approach. By reconstructing the system as a series of lumped
masses and rigid rods, one may use a more straight-forward method of obtaining the
equations of motion (such as Lagrange’s equations) while still capturing a majority of the
system’s physics. The author has employed such a method to find the governing system
of ODEs (Ordinary Differential Equations) in Chapter 3.
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3 Modeling of the Capsule/Tether Re-entry System
3.1 Lagrangian Formulation
The following section describes the derivation of a dynamic capsule/tether system model
in the presence of an atmosphere during re-entry using the simplicity of Lagrange’s
equations. The capsule is modeled as a point mass, and the tether is modeled as an N
number of point masses adjoined by massless, rigid links in a two-dimensional, equatorial
configuration space [21]. The reference frame is given as ĉ and the inertial frame as ê,












L ≡ T − V,
(3.1)
where each Qi represents the forces not derivable from a potential such as aerodynamic
drag and other nonconservative forces. Each qi represents a variable that describes the
corresponding degree of freedom of the system. For this system, there are n = N + 2
degrees of freedom, which leads the configuration space to be described as
q ∈ Rn×1; q =
[
R θ α1 α2 . . . αN
]T
.
To find L, the both the kinetic energy, T, and the potential energy, V, must be found. The
advantage of using the Lagrangian formulation for finding the equations of motion lies




and V = V(q), no accelerations
need to be calculated in order to obtain the governing dynamical equations (L 6∝ q̈). Only
positions and velocities need to be found. Moreover, the expressions for both T and V


























Figure 3.1: Diagram of the capsule/tether system model under consideration.
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3.1.1 Kinetic Energy Derivation
The kinetic energy of the system consists of contributions from both the capsule and each














since the the position of the capsule is simply R ĉ1. The position to each i-th mass of the








































mi (vi · vi)
]
. (3.6)
Thus, the total kinetic energy is given as





































3.1.2 Potential Energy Derivation





where µ is the gravitational constant and R is the distance from the center of Earth to the
point in question. In this model, higher orders of the geopotential are ignored since the


































































In Lagrange’s equations, each Qi term represents the nonconservative forces exerted on
the system. For instance, in this model, the Qi terms only embody the aerodynamic drag
exerted on both the capsule and the tether. Since Lagrange’s equations result in a set
of n ODEs representing each generalized coordinate, qi, in the configuration space, each
Qi term is distinct in that it represents the contribution of all the nonconservative forces









; i = {1, 2, . . . ,n} , (3.13)
where m is the number of nonconservative forces and Rk is the corresponding point of
application for the k-th force. It is noted that both Fk and Rk must be expressed in inertial
coordinates.





where CD is the drag coefficient, S is the frontal area of the body, v is the velocity with
respect to the atmosphere (wind), and ρ is the atmospheric density [Appendix A].
Assuming the atmosphere rotates with the planet at rate Ω, the velocity of the atmo-
sphere (wind) with respect to the capsule, assuming an equatorial orbit, is























= Fc1 ĉ1 + Fc2 ĉ2. (3.16)
Accordingly, since the capsule is assumed to be a point mass with a spherical body, the
17
position describing the point of application for the capsule’s drag force is as follows (in
inertial coordinates):
Rc = R ĉ1 = R (cosθ ê1 + sinθ ê2) . (3.17)
Using the above information, the generalized forces on the capsule can be identified using
Eq. 3.13:








while Qα j,c = 0 since Rc 6∝ α j.
The generalized forces on the tether must now be calculated. The differential force







CDξi dS⊥ + CD fξi dS‖
)
, (3.20)
where vwξi is the velocity of the point at distance ξ along the i-th link with respect to the
atmosphere. Both CDξi and CD fξi represent the pressure drag coefficient and skin friction
drag coefficient, respectively. This velocity is described as
vwξi =

















Both dS⊥ and dS‖ correspond to the differential areas perpendicular and parallel to the
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tether link, respectively:
dS⊥ = di sgn
(
vwξi · b̂2
) vwξi · b̂2
vwξi
dξ (3.22)
dS‖ = πdi sgn
(
vwξi · b̂1
) vwξi · b̂1
vwξi
dξ, (3.23)
where di is the diameter of the i-th rod, and b̂1 and b̂2 are unit vectors along and normal
to the tether, respectively. Using Eq. 3.22–3.23 and plugging them back into the equation


















vwξi · b̂2 = vwξi · (− sinαi ĉ1 + cosαi ĉ2) = D1 + D2ξ, (3.25)
vwξi · b̂1 = vwξi · (cosαi ĉ1 + sinαi ĉ2) = D3 + D4ξ. (3.26)








do not change along










= sgn(D1) = σ2. (3.28)






σ2CDξi(D1 + D2ξ) + πσ1CD fξi(D3 + D4ξ)
]
vwξi dξ. (3.29)
Unfortunately, due to the fact that the expressions for ρξi, CDξi, and vwξi are quite com-
plex and depend on ξ, integrating Eq. 3.29 does not result in an analytical expression1.
1Though ρξi could reasonably be assumed to be an exponential function, the combination of ρξi, CDξi, and
19
However, for a large number of links, it should be reasonable to assume that Fi is constant












































where the subscript (i, 1/2) represents the location `/2 of the i-th link. At this point of
application, the position vector is
Ri,1/2 =










Of course, we realize that Fi and Ri,1/2 must be written in inertial coordinates:
Fi = Fi · (cosθ ê1 + sinθ ê2) (3.33)
Ri,1/2 = Ri,1/2 · (cosθ ê1 + sinθ ê2) . (3.34)
vwξi prevents the expression, dFi, from being integrated in a straight-forward manner. CDξi is particularly





where L is the characteristic length of the capsule (the diameter) and λ∞ is the mean free path of the
freestream flow [Appendix A,B].
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which leaves N terms in Qα1,t, N − 1 terms in Qα2,t, two terms in QαN−1,t, and one term
in QαN ,t. This completes the generalized force expressions, leaving the following for the
system which has n generalized coordinates and N tether links:














































Once Lagrange’s equations are found, we are left with n second-order ODEs. In order to
solve for these equations numerically, several steps must first be taken. If
q =
[
R θ α1 α2 . . . αN
]T
, (3.40)














? Since the second-order derivates of the generalized coordinates only arise from



















− T̃2 j. (3.43)





Once the elements of the mass matrix are found, the n second-order differential equa-
tions can be reduced to 2n first-order ODEs, allowing the system of equations to be solved
using standard numerical software packages. Let
x =
[






































are the identity and zero matrices, respectively. Thus, we are left with











gi(x, t) = xi+n, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
gi(x, t) = fi−n(x, t), n < i ≤ 2n
. (3.48)
Once the system of ODEs from Eq. 3.47 is obtained, standard numerical routines such
as Euler’s method or a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method may be implemented to any
desired degree of accuracy.
3.2.1 Validation Case
Before any type of simulation is attempted with the tether/capsule system, a validation
case is presented that includes the re-entry of a point mass (capsule). In this way, the
successful use of Lagrange’s equations to generate the equations of motion for a simple




 ∈ R2×1 (3.49)
x =
[






































where CD is assumed to be a constant ( ≈ 1).




q̈ = f(q, q̇, t) then performing a first-order
reduction, 
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 mc 0




















has a very large condition number due to poor scaling from
the M̃44 element, computing its inverse accurately proves challenging from a traditional
prospective. Fortunately, MATLAB R© [22] has the ability to solve these types of nonlinear
systems of ODEs with poorly-conditioned mass matrices using the ODE solver ode115i().
Setting the mass of the capsule to 4 metric tons, its initial velocity to 7770.5 m/s, its initial
altitude to 200 km, and its characteristic area to 25 m2, the following plots are obtained in
Figure 3.2. For this case, the initial velocity is fairly close to the transition point where the
capsule will continually orbit around the earth. As a result, the capsule’s angular position
extends to approximately 300◦ past its initial point—almost a full revolution around Earth.
3.2.2 Application of Software
As mentioned previously, the solution to Eq. 3.53 displayed in Figure 3.2 was solved using
MATLAB R© . However, in the general case of a capsule/tether system with an arbitrarily-
2In this simple case, we will assume the atmospheric density holds a exponential profile with a scale
height, H, of 8.5 km and a reference density, ρr, of 1.225 kg/m2.
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Figure 3.2: System parameters vs. time for the validation case.
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sized configuration space, there must be an automated way of obtaining the system of
equations from Eq. 3.1 and then tailoring them into the form of Eq. 3.47. Otherwise, the
process of solving the equations of motion for many different cases would prove extremely
cumbersome and inefficient.
For this reason, the author has utilized the powerful symbolic manipulation and pro-
gramming capabilities of Mathematica R© [23] to generate the equations of motion for the
capsule/tether system given any number of links. In this way, the kinetic energy, potential
energy, and drag forces can be automatically defined for any N number of links, and then
the necessary differentiation may be performed to find the generalized forces and the
resulting equations of motion [Appendix C]. Once these equations of motion are obtained
in Mathematica R© , the author utilized the text manipulation capabilities of Python by writ-
ing a script to convert the resulting equations of motion into a form that MATLAB R© can
understand. From here, separate function and mass matrix files could be created in order
to solve Eq. 3.47 using the ode115() command [Figure 3.3].
TMTM TM
Mathematica Python MATLAB
Figure 3.3: Original software workflow for obtaining numerical results.
However, this multi-stepped approach to obtaining numerical results had severe
disadvantages. Not only would conversions from one software package to another
promote human-made errors, but this process still required the user to construct the
MATLAB R© equation files and ensure the first-order reduction steps from Eq. 3.43 were
performed correctly. Consequently, the process of performing each simulation required
an exorbitant amount of time, still promoting inefficiency. Though even more time could
have been invested to write a more in-depth Python script to solve some of the problems
presented, the author ultimately rectified this problem by utilizing the built-in numerical
capabilities of Mathematica R© to solve the system of ODEs using NDSolve[]—effectively
26
cutting out the middleman.
This enhanced modus operandi greatly simplifies the workflow, saves time, and reduces
errors [Figure 3.4]. With the numerical model and enhanced software workflow in place,
TM
Mathematica
Figure 3.4: Improved software workflow for obtaining numerical results.
initial conditions are the last remaining piece of the puzzle needed to begin performing
re-entry simulations. The next chapter describes the process of developing a swing model
for both an inelastic and elastic tether in order to find the desired parameters of the capsule
and tether at the release condition for use as re-entry phase initial conditions.
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4 Initial Condition Generation
4.1 Massless, Inelastic Tether
As mentioned previously, the model of the capsule/tether system before re-entry includes
the time frame immediately after deployment ( ˙̀ = 0, α ≈ 45◦) to the moment right before
tether termination (α = 0, α̇ = 0). In this model [Figure 4.1], the tether is assumed to be
massless and rigid. Accordingly, running the simulation to find the system parameters
















Figure 4.1: Capsule-tether system (dumbbell) model immediately before swing.
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4.1.1 Derivation of Equations
Finding the equations of motion for this system is straight-forward: as before, the author





, Qi = 0. (4.1)
Both the station’s and capsule’s position vectors are defined as
rs = R ĉ1 (4.2)
rc = (R − ` cosα) ĉ1 + ` sinα ĉ2, (4.3)
respectively. Accordingly, the station’s and capsule’s velocities can be obtained:
























































where ms and mc are the masses of the station and capsule, respectively. Thus, the total
kinetic energy is











































(R − ` cosα)2 + (` sinα)2
]−1/2
, (4.9)
which leaves the following final expression for the potential energy:










Once both T and V are obtained, we apply the assumption that Qi = 0 since drag forces
are neglected, and Eq. 3.1 results in the following equations of motion:
µ
mc(` cosα − R)




+ msRθ̇2 + mcθ̇
(















mc`Rα̇2 sinα + 2mc`Ṙθ̇ cosα − 2mcRṘθ̇ − 2msRṘθ̇ − 2mcR`θ̇α̇ sinα + mc`R̈ sinα
+mc` (` − R cosα) α̈ +
(






(`2 − 2`R cosα + R2)3/2
− 2mc`Ṙθ̇ cosα + mc`Rθ̇2 sinα −mc`R̈ sinα
−mc`2α̈ + mc`(` − R cosα)θ̈ = 0.
(4.13)
4.1.2 Results & Discussion: Inelastic Swing
The following results are obtained from solving the system of equations for the inelastic
tether swing scenario [Eq. 4.11–4.13] using Mathematica R© . For this set of equations, we
assume the system has just completed the deployment phase with α0 = 45◦, α̇0 = 0, and
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the C.M. (Center of Mass) at an initial altitude (consequently, a constant altitude from
conservation of momentum) of 200 km. Figure 4.2 reflects the stations altitude during a






























Figure 4.2: Station altitude vs. time during inelastic swing.
swing phase period of approximately 1800 sec. As the capsule swings downward due to
the inherent gravity gradient, the altitude of the station raises in turn, reaching a maximum
value then returning toward its initial position. Consequently, the station’s radial velocity
should be at a zero point during this time of max altitude, which is shown in Figure 4.3.

































Figure 4.3: Station radial velocity vs. time during inelastic swing.
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The altitude and radial velocity of the capsule follow suit. As mentioned previously,
Earth’s gravity gradient pulls the capsule toward itself, reaching an extremum before
swinging back upward [Figure 4.4]. As a result, the radial velocity of the capsule reaches
an extremum at this time [Figure 4.5], which is directly analogous to the radial velocity
experienced by the station. As with both the capsule and station, longer tethers result in
larger altitude and velocity variations.































Figure 4.4: Capsule altitude vs. time during inelastic swing.































Figure 4.5: Capsule radial velocity vs. time during inelastic swing.
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Intuitively, we would expect that during these points of altitude extrema we would be
observe both α = 0 and an extremum in the angular velocity, α̇. These results are indeed
reflected in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Interestingly, it is observed that the tether length has little
to no effect in the variation of both α and α̇. Of course, at this extremum point of α̇, we




























Figure 4.6: Angular position, α, vs. time during inelastic swing.





































Figure 4.7: Angular velocity, α̇, vs. time during inelastic swing.
also expect the overall capsule velocity to be at an extremum. This result is seen in Figure
4.8, where a longer tether results in a slower release velocity.
33




























Figure 4.8: Overall capsule velocity vs. time during inelastic swing.
So how can this large collection of data be made useful for finding the capsule/tether
system’s release parameters? Since the release condition is defined by the point at which
the capsule and tether are at the local vertical with respect to Earth (α = 0), the author has
written a custom program in Mathematica R© that calculates the required parameters at this
release position over various tether lengths [Appendix D]. The final result provided by this
program is an InterpolatingFunction object that returns these desired parameters when
a tether length is provided as an input. In this way, for any given tether length, an initial
condition vector may be generated on the fly for a capsule/tether re-entry simulation.
Figure 4.9 reflects the capsule’s velocity and altitude at the release point. Of course,
as seen from Figures 4.4 and 4.8, an increased tether length results in a lower altitude
and also a lower velocity for the capsule at release. It is noted that these parameters vary
linearly with tether length for a rigid tether. Similarly, as seen in Figure 4.10, the overall
∆v (difference between station velocity and capsule velocity) at the release point increases
linearly with tether length. Since increasing tether length slows down the capsule relative
to the station, this increase in ∆v makes sense intuitively.
34


































Figure 4.9: Capsule altitude and velocity vs. tether length at inelastic release.













Figure 4.10: Overall ∆v vs. tether length at inelastic release.
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4.2 Massless, Elastic Tether








where E is the Young’s modulus of the tether material [Appendix F]. As with the inelastic
tether case, we will use this model to find the system parameters at the release condition

















Figure 4.11: Elastic capsule-tether system (dumbbell) model immediately before swing.
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4.2.1 Derivation of Equations
For the elastic tether case, the author utilizes Lagrange’s equations [Eq. 3.1] with
q =
[
R θ x α
]T
, Qi = 0. (4.15)
The station’s and capsule’s position vectors are defined as
rs = R ĉ1 (4.16)
rc = [R − (` + x) cosα] ĉ1 + [(` + x) sinα] ĉ2, (4.17)
respectively. Accordingly, the station’s and capsule’s velocities can be obtained:
vs = Ṙ ĉ1 + Rθ̇ ĉ2 (4.18)
vc =
[




















































where, again, ms and mc are the masses of the station and capsule, respectively. Thus, the
total kinetic energy is











































(R − (` + x) cosα)2 + ((` + x) sinα)2
]−1/2
, (4.23)
which leaves the following final expression for the potential energy:













Once both T and V are obtained, we apply the assumption that Qi = 0 since drag forces
are neglected, and Eq. 3.1 results in the following equations of motion:
−mc
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+ Rθ̇ + ẋ sinα
)
+
mcµ((` + x) cosα − R)(
(R − (` + x) cosα)2 + (` + x)2 sin2 α












− 2mc(` + x)α̇ sinαθ̇ + mc(` + x)α̇2 sinα
−2(mc + ms)Ṙθ̇
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−θ̇(` − R cosα + x) + (` + x)α̇ + Ṙ sinα
)
−
2mcµ(` − R cosα + x)(
(R − (` + x) cosα)2 + (` + x)2 sin2 α
)3/2 − 2mc (−R̈ cosα + Ṙ sinα (α̇ + θ̇)
+ R
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(−2R(` + x) cosα + (` + x)2 + R2)3/2
− cosαθ̈ + sinαθ̇2
)
− lα̈ + lθ̈




− xα̈ + xθ̈
]
= 0. (4.28)
4.2.2 Results & Discussion: Elastic Swing
The following results are obtained from solving the system of equations for the elastic
tether swing scenario [Eq. 4.25–4.28] using Mathematica R© . For this set of equations, we
assume the system has just completed the deployment phase with α0 = 45◦, α̇0 = 0, x0 = 0,
ẋ0 = 0, and the C.M. at an initial altitude of 200 km. Similar to the inelastic case, Figure






























Figure 4.12: Station altitude vs. time during elastic swing.
4.12 reflects the stations altitude during a swing phase period of approximately 1800 sec.
As the capsule swings downward, the altitude of the station reaches a maximum value
close to that of Figure 4.2. However, it does not seem to be quite as smooth as before.
The radial velocity of the capsule sheds more light onto the station’s motion. From
Figure 4.13, we see that the radial velocity of the capsule follows a similar trend as in Figure
4.5; however, there are noticable oscillations present. These oscillations grow larger with
increased tether length and are the result of longitudinal vibrations within the tether.
Figure 4.14 reflects the tether’s stretch distance versus time for various tether lengths.
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Figure 4.13: Station radial velocity vs. time during elastic swing.





























Figure 4.14: Tether stretch distance, x, vs. time during elastic swing.
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Figure 4.15: Capsule altitude vs. time during elastic swing.































Figure 4.16: Capsule radial velocity vs. time during elastic swing.
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There are two reasons to intuitively expect the tether stretch length to increase with
tether length. First, the capsule altitude for long tethers will always be less than that
of shorter tethers [Figure 4.15], thus encouraging tether stretching by experiencing an
increased gravity force. The second reason stems from the expression for an equivalent
spring constant for the tether [Eq. 4.14]: for a given tether material and tether diameter,
the increased tether length will ultimately result in a decreased tether stiffness. The effect
of longitudinal tether oscillations can also be seen in the radial velocity of the capsule
[Figure 4.16]. In addition, they have an effect on both α and α̇, though it is noted that this
effect is small [Figures 4.17–4.18], as is their dependence on tether length.




























Figure 4.17: Angular position, α, vs. time during elastic swing.
In order to obtain the parameters at the release condition for this elastic swing case,
we are presented with an interesting problem. Due to the simplicity in this dynamic
model, inherently it does not capture all the physics present in an actual station/capsule
momentum transfer (such as the visco-elastic nature of the tether [24], transverse tether
motion, etc.). Additionally, an actual system would employ active damping control via
braking during the swing to mitigate longitudinal vibration effects [10]. However, in our
case we merely wish to obtain realistic initial conditions for the re-entry simulation, so
approximating these values (such as x) at tether release is satisfactory.
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Figure 4.18: Angular velocity, α̇, vs. time during elastic swing.




























Figure 4.19: Overall capsule velocity vs. time during elastic swing.
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In order to perform this estimation, we will approximate the capsule’s radial velocity
as zero at release [Figure 4.16], as was the case for the inelastic release [Figure 4.5].
Additionally, we will only acknowledge the tether’s mean extension length, xavg, in order
to approximate the capsule’s altitude at the release point. But what is xavg and how do we
find it systematically? Observing Figure 4.14, we see that each extention profile follows
a similar mean path when disregarding the sinusoidal oscillations. For our purposes, we
will assume this mean path will have the form of a Gaussian distribution:







where a, b, and c are constants that define the function’s distinct shape. Due to the built-
in power of Mathematica R© , we are able to easily automate the process of finding these
constants using the FindFit[] function. As demonstrated in Figure 4.20 for the case of a
25 km tether, this method works quite well. As with the inelastic tether case, the author has























Figure 4.20: Mean stretch distance, xavg, (red) vs. time during swing of 25 km tether.
written a custom program that calculates the required parameters at this release position
44
over various tether lengths, resulting in an InterpolatingFunction object that will return
these parameters when provided a tether length as an input [Appendix D].
Figure 4.21 reflects the capsule’s velocity and altitude at the release point. Following
the same trend as the inelastic case, an increased tether length results in a lower altitude
and also a lower velocity for the capsule at release. It is noted that these parameters do
not differ much from the inelastic case [Figure 4.9] since xavg never even exceeds 0.5 km
[Figure 4.22]. Similarly, the overall ∆v (difference between station velocity and capsule
velocity) at the release point increases linearly with tether length [Figure 4.23] without
much deviation from the inelastic case [Figure 4.10].


































Figure 4.21: Capsule altitude and velocity vs. tether length at elastic release.
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Figure 4.22: Mean stretch distance, xavg, vs. tether length at elastic release.













Figure 4.23: Overall ∆v vs. tether length at elastic release.
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5 Re-entry Dynamics
5.1 Inelastic Tether Re-entry Validation
5.1.1 Literature Validation
Before we proceed with analyzing the results of the model for a re-entry capsule, we will
first compare this method to previous documented results for a re-entering mass/tether
system. As stated previously, the only known paper to discuss the dynamics of such a
system is one written by Krischke et al. [19], who analyzed how a tether might be used
as a hypersonic parachute for a small re-entering payload. Using his system parameters
[Appendix G], the numerical results of the author’s software is compared to the results
found in Krischke’s paper for payload velocity versus altitude [Figure 5.1].





















Figure 5.1: Capsule velcoty vs. altitude validation (Krischke).
While the results between the author’s software and Krischke’s software agree quali-
tatively, we notice that there is certainly some discrepancy between the two. These dis-
crepancies are due to the fact that the author’s method only accounts for a endmass/tether
system traveling in a two-dimensional equatorial trajectory, while Krischke’s software, a
modified code originially developed at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
called Master20 [25], takes into account a full three-dimensional trajectory. Accordingly,
not only are the drag models different, but his software also includes perturbations such as
the J2 zonal harmonic of Earth’s gravitational field to account for Earth’s oblateness. Thus,
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it is difficult to make a direct comparison between the results of each piece of software.
Another disparity found in Figure 5.1 lies with the “wobbly” nature of the author’s
solution for a system which includes a tether. After some investigation, the author found
that this irregularity is due to the fact that the payload’s mass is on the same order as
the tether itself. In other words, the trajectory becomes more “wobbly” as the capsule
mass approaches the tether mass. It is suspected that including more tether masses (links)
in the author’s model would prevent this issue. Fortunately, the mass of the capsule
investigated in this paper is about two orders of magnitude heavier than the tether,
effectively eliminating this issue.
5.1.2 Lumped Mass Validation
An addtional validation of importance includes checking for major differences in solutions
with different numbers of tether masses (links). Figure 5.2 compares the differences in
velocity versus altitude for various numbers of tether links. Overall, there is quite a good
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Figure 5.2: Capsule velcoty vs. altitude validation, number of links.
agreement between the solutions–especially in the 40-60 km region where the maximum
heat flux occurs (see Eq. 6.2, Chapter 6). This agreement is encouraging since one of the
limitations of the author’s software includes being computationally unable to model more
tether links in Mathematica R© on 32-bit x86 hardware.
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5.2 Tether Length Comparison
5.2.1 Constant Initial Conditions
The following plots [Figures 5.3–5.5] present both the altitude and velocity of the capsule
during re-entry for different tether lengths [Appendix F]. These results are all simulated
using identical initial conditions taken from an inelastic 25 km tether swing release. In
this way, we can study the effect of tether length on the capsule’s dynamics irrespective
of the system’s initial conditions.

























Figure 5.3: Capsule altitude vs. time and tether length, 25 km inelastic IC’s.
Following intuition, the tether causes the capsule to reach ground level sooner than if
the tether was not present [Figure 5.3]. In other words, the added drag from increased
tether length results in the slowing down of the capsule sooner, as expected [Figures 5.4
and 5.5]. It is noted that for identical initial conditions, the difference in tether length
solutions is smaller than the difference between the solution having no tether and the
solutions having a tether.
5.2.2 Different (Inelastic) Initial Conditions
The following section compares tether length solutions with their corresponding initial
conditions (IC’s) for an inelastic tether swing release. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 compare the
49



























Figure 5.4: Capsule altitude vs. longitude and tether length, 25 km inelastic IC’s.




























Figure 5.5: Capsule velocity vs. time and tether length, 25 km inelastic IC’s.
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altitudes and velocities of the different tethered solutions, respectively. As expected, the
lower initial altitude and lower overall velocity of the longer tether lengths result in an
earlier re-entry and an overall shorter trajectory time.
























Figure 5.6: Capsule altitude vs. time and tether length, inelastic IC’s.



























Figure 5.7: Capsule velocity vs. time and tether length, inelastic IC’s.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 compare altitudes of different tethered solutions with their cor-
responding untethered solutions, each using the inelastic swing initial conditions of the
specified tether length. As expected, in each case the tether reduces the time for de-orbit
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Figure 5.8: Capsule altitude vs. time for various tether lengths, inelastic IC’s.
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Figure 5.9: Capsule altitude vs. longitude for various tether lengths, inelastic IC’s.
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as compared to the untethered solution, even for varying initial conditions. Figure 5.10
compares velocities of different tethered solutions with their corresponding untethered
solutions, each using the inelastic swing initial conditions of the specified tether length.
Again we see that the capsule velocities of the tethered solutions are reduced sooner as a
result of the increased drag from the tether. The motion of the tether during re-entry can
be seen in Figure 5.11, which compares the tether angles, αi, of each i-th link for different
tethered solutions, each using the inelastic swing initial conditions of the specified tether
length.
5.2.3 Different (Elastic) Initial Conditions
The following section compares tether length solutions with their corresponding IC’s for
an elastic tether swing release. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 compare the altitudes and velocities
of the different tethered solutions, respectively. Each of these solutions varies little with
respect to the corresponding inelastic IC case. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 compare altitudes
of different tethered solutions with their corresponding untethered solutions, each using
the elastic swing initial conditions of the specified tether length.
As before when using inelastic IC’s, in each case the tether reduces the time for de-
orbit as compared to the untethered solution. Figure 5.16 compares velocities of different
tethered solutions with their corresponding untethered solutions, each using the elastic
swing initial conditions of the specified tether length. As before, the capsule velocities of
the tethered solutions are reduced sooner as a result of the increased drag from the tether.
These similarities between solutions using both the elastic and inelastic swing release IC’s
are expected given that the release conditions are so close themselves [Figures 4.9 and
4.21].
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Figure 5.10: Capsule velocity vs. time for various tether lengths, inelastic IC’s.
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Figure 5.11: Tether angles, αi, vs. time for various tether lengths, inelastic IC’s.
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Figure 5.12: Capsule altitude vs. time and tether length, elastic IC’s.



























Figure 5.13: Capsule velocity vs. time and tether length, elastic IC’s.
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Figure 5.14: Capsule altitude vs. time for various tether lengths, elastic IC’s.
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Figure 5.15: Capsule altitude vs. longitude for various tether lengths, elastic IC’s.
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Figure 5.16: Capsule velocity vs. time for various tether lengths, elastic IC’s.
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5.3 Tether Diameter Comparison
The following plots [Figures 5.17 and 5.18] compare re-entry solutions with differing
tether lengths and diameters, each using the corresponding IC’s for an inlastic tether
swing release. Specifically, the solutions are compared for the (realistic) tether diameters
of 1 mm and 2 mm. As expected, for each case the thicker tether provides more drag,
slowing down the capsule/tether system sooner.
5.4 Capsule Mass Comparison
The following plots [Figures 5.19–5.21] present both the altitude and velocity of the capsule
during re-entry for different capsule masses. These results were all simulated using the
identical initial conditions of an inelastic 30 km tether swing release. In this way, we
can look at the effect of capsule mass on the system’s dynamics irrespective of the initial
conditions or the capsule’s geometry. Following intuition, the lighter capsule will slow
down sooner due to the increased drag effects.
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Figure 5.17: Capsule altitude vs. time for various tether lengths and diameters, corre-
sponding IC’s.
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Figure 5.18: Capsule velocities vs. time for various tether lengths and diameters, corre-
sponding IC’s.
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Figure 5.19: Capsule altitude vs. time and capsule mass, same IC’s.




























Figure 5.20: Capsule altitude vs. longitude and capsule mass, same IC’s.
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Figure 5.21: Capsule velocity vs. time and capsule mass, same IC’s.
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6 Capsule Heating
6.1 Aerodynamic Heating Theory
As the capsule/tether system is entering the atmosphere at incredible (hypersonic) speeds,
a thick boundary layer forms on the capsule surface and results in a strong bow shock that
precedes the leading edge. Due to the high temperatures associated with this shock layer,
there is a substantial amount of heat transfer into the re-entry vehicle. The convective








where κ is the thermal conductivity, T is temperature, and y is the direction normal to the
surface. Because the leading edge of the blunt-bodied capsule will experience the brunt
of the heat load, the stagnation-point will be our point of interest.
Unfortunately, the solution to Eq. 6.1 requires knowledge of the surrounding flow field,
which is difficult to solve since the high-temperature freestream fluid is not in equilibrium,
chemically reacting, and possibly ionized. Though the governing equations that describe
a compressible, stagnation-point boundary layer may be solved by themselves using a
numerical shooting technique (such as Monte Carlo) [26], a much more complex model
that accounts for chemical dissociation and other molecular-level physics would also
need to be considered. Due to these complexities, a simpler model will be used in order
to perform a basic assessment.
A relation used frequently to find the stagnation-point aerodynamic heat flux is one
that was developed by Sutton and Graves [27], who numerically solved the boundary
layer equations in chemical equilibrium to find the (cold wall) convective heating of a







where ρ is the density, v is the freestream velocity, RN is the nose radius, and K ≈ 1.83 ×
10−4 kg1/2/m for Earth’s atmosphere. Not only is this convective heating model widely
used for re-entry problems [19, 28, 29, 30], but this R−1/2N dependence describes why re-
entry vehicles must have a blunt shape to reduce aerodynamic heating.
6.2 Capsule Heating Model
In order to solve for the transient temperature profile at the stagnation-point, we will
adopt a method similar to that of Meese and Nørstrud [30], who developed a simplified
1-D heat transfer conduction model for the surface of a reusable re-entry vehicle. This
abridged 5-layer model accounts for both convective and radiative effects at the surface
while making the assumption that no heat escapes into the capsule interior [Table 6.1,
Figure 6.1].
Table 6.1: Capsule layer properties.
Layer Material h [mm] κ [W/mK] α × 106 [m2/s]
1 RCC 152.4 4.3 3.534
2 RTV-560 2.0 0.424 0.2712
3 FRCI-12 4.0 0.0505 0.2283
4 RTV-560 2.0 0.424 0.2712






Figure 6.1: 1-D heat transfer model for the capsule.
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where αx is a piecewise function of the values in Table 6.1 based on location, x. The
boundary conditions for Eq. 6.3 are
∂T
∂x




















(x = htot, t) = 0, (6.5)
where ε is the emissivity (assumed ≈ 0.85), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, κ1 is the
thermal conductivity of the first layer, and htot is the total thickness of all five capsule
layers. Both Eq. 6.4 and 6.5 hold true ∀t ∈ [0, tfinal]. The single initial condition is
T(x, t = 0) = 294 K; ∀x ∈ [0, htot] , (6.6)
which is the temperature of the NASA space shuttle after several Earth orbits (with
sunlight) before re-entry [31].
In order to solve Eq. 6.3 together with the conditions in Eq. 6.4–6.6, we will use
NDSolve[] in Mathematica R© to solve this nonlinear PDE numerically [Appendix E]. With
the solution for T(x, t) in place, temperatures may be found at any desired location at any
instance of time. It is noted that the temperatures of the tether will not be found in this
model since the tether is assumed to remain intact throughout the entire simulation.
6.3 Heating Results & Analysis
The following section will compare various capsule/tether system parameters against
their corresponding effects on the heating of the capsule, specifically the aerodynamic
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(convective) heat flux and temperatures located at the stagnation region of the capsule
[Figure 6.1].
6.3.1 Tether Length Comparison
We will first compare the effects of tether length on the aerodynamic heat flux and tem-
peratures experienced by the capsule, holding all other capsule/tether system parameters
constant. The following results are all simulated using identical initial conditions taken
from an inelastic 25 km tether swing release. Following intuition and the v3 dependence
























Figure 6.2: Convective heat flux vs. time and tether length, 25 km inelastic IC’s.
in the heat flux term [Eq. 6.2], the tether results in a decrease in heat flux experienced by
the capsule [Figure 6.2]. In general, an increased tether length results in a decreased heat
flux until the point at which the tether length becomes long enough to promote slightly
higher peak heating. The small change in heat flux between each tether length also con-
firms that an analysis of an elastic tether during re-entry is not needed since the maximum
elongation of the tether is just over 2% [Appendix F]. The resulting temperatures on the
capsule are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 at different depths into the first layer of capsule
material. Observing the results, we see that the peak temperatures are experienced at
the surface (stagnation-point) of the capsule, while the temperature profiles differ less
69
























Figure 6.3: Convective heat flux vs. altitude and tether length, 25 km inelastic IC’s.
further into the material. As shown in Table 6.1, the first layer consists of RCC (Reinforced
Carbon-Carbon) with a depth of h1.
The next set of plots compare the effects of tether length on heat flux and temperatures
for an inelastic tether swing release of the specified tether length. From Figure 6.6 we
see that increasing tether length does indeed reduce the aerodynamic heat flux on the
capsule. However, it is noted that there is a point at which the tether becomes too long
due to the fact that the slower release condition will cause a steeper re-entry trajectory.
The temperatures of the capsule are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. As expected, not only
does the presence of a tether reduce temperatures, but the temperature profile becomes
more uniform further into the capsule material.
In the case of an elastic tether swing release, the resulting heat fluxes and temperatures
are very similar to that of the inelastic case. Figure 6.9 shows the resulting convective heat
flux while Figure 6.10 gives the temperature history at the surface of the capsule (x = 0).
In each plot, the results mimic their inelastic release equivalent quite closely [Figures 6.6
and 6.7].
A more direct comparison between the tethered and untethered systems for both elastic
and inelastic swing releases can be made by considering differences in maximum heat
flux and surface temperature. Figure 6.11 reveals the percent decrease in the maximum
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Figure 6.4: Capsule temperature vs. time, tether length, and material depth; inelastic IC’s.
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Figure 6.5: Capsule temperature vs. altitude, tether length, and material depth; inelastic
IC’s.
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Figure 6.6: Convective heat flux vs. time and tether length, inelastic IC’s.
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Temperature, x = 0
Figure 6.7: Temperature (x = 0) vs. time and tether length, inelastic IC’s.
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Temperature, x = h14
Figure 6.8: Temperature (x = h1/4) vs. time and tether length, inelastic IC’s.
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Figure 6.9: Convective heat flux vs. time and tether length, elastic IC’s.
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Temperature, x = 0
Figure 6.10: Temperature (x = 0) vs. time and tether length, elastic IC’s.
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convective heat flux experienced by the capsule due to the tether, while Figure 6.12 reflects







































































Figure 6.12: Percent decrease in maximum temperature from tether drag.
Though an increased tether length does indeed reduce aerodynamic heat flux further,
this reduction only occurs up until a critical point. At this critical point, as mentioned
previously, the slower release velocity caused by the increased tether length will force
the system to enter the atmosphere at bit steeper. This steeper trajectory will, in turn,
result in higher heat fluxes on the capsule. Overall, the presence of a tether can reduce
the maximum heat flux by almost 30% [Figure 6.11], while the resulting decrease in
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temperature may be reduced by almost 10% [Figure 6.12].
6.3.2 Tether Diameter Comparison
The tether diameter also affects the heating of the capsule. Figure 6.13 shows the convective
heat flux on the capsule for the case of an inelastic swing release, while Figure 6.14 displays
the corresponding temperatures at the surface of the capsule. From initial inspection, we
see that the resulting heat flux from the 2 mm tether is indeed reduced when compared
to the 1 mm case [Figure 6.6]. Accordingly, the capsule surface temperatures are also
reduced when compared to the 1 mm case [Figure 6.7].
The 1 mm and 2 mm cases are compared more directly when considering the differences
in maximum heat flux and surface temperature. Figure 6.15 reveals the percent decrease
in the maximum convective heat flux experienced by the capsule due to the tether, while
Figure 6.16 reflects the percent decrease in maximum surface temperature of the capsule
due to the tether. Clearly, the 2 mm tether performs better at reducing heat loads by
offering up to almost 60% less convective heat flux and 20% less surface temperature than
an equivalent case without a tether.
6.3.3 Capsule Mass Comparison
The effect of capsule mass on heat loads is investigated in Figures 6.17–6.20 given a 30
km tether with an inelastic swing release. Figure 6.17 shows the convective heat flux
on the capsule for various capsule masses, while Figure 6.18 displays the corresponding
temperatures at the surface of the capsule. From inspection, we see that the resulting
heat flux certainly decreases as the capsule mass decreases. Accordingly, the capsule
surface temperatures are also reduced when the capsule mass is decreased. Figure 6.19
reveals the percent decrease in the maximum convective heat flux experienced by the
capsule due to the tether, while Figure 6.20 reflects the percent decrease in maximum
surface temperature of the capsule due to the tether. These results suggest that significant
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With tether H2 mmL
Aero. Flux
Figure 6.13: Convective heat flux vs. time and (2 mm) tether length, inelastic IC’s.
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With tether H2 mmL
Capsule Temp., x = 0









































































Figure 6.16: Decrease in maximum temperature from a 1 mm and 2 mm tether.
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Figure 6.17: Convective heat flux vs. time and capsule mass, inelastic IC’s.
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Temperature, x = 0
Figure 6.18: Capsule temperature vs. time and capsule mass, inelastic IC’s.
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The use of tethers in space has an exciting promise in future astronautical applications,
with the strong possibility of providing more sophisticated functionality to satellites and
spacecraft. Some of these applications include, but are not limited to, adjoining satellites,
creating microgravity environments, generating power, and transferring momentum be-
tween spacecraft. The latter of these was the focus of this project: specifically, the author
investigated the possible reduction in convective (aerothermal) heat flux and tempera-
tures on a manned capsule as a result of re-entry with an attached momentum exchange
tether, including how various tether parameters affected these results.
After performing a thorough literature review, the author determined that it was
necessary to develop software capable of simulating the re-entering capsule/tether system.
Using a “bottom-up” approach by modeling the system as a series of lumped masses and
rigid rods (links) through the simplicity of Lagrange’s equations, software was developed
using Mathematica R© that was capable of generating the equations of motion for any
arbitrary number of links. In order to solve the resulting equations of motion, a separate
dynamic dumbbell station/capsule swing model was developed for both an inelastic
and elastic tether to provide a realistic initial condition vector for the re-entry phase.
With the initial conditions in hand, the author used the built-in numerical capabilities of
Mathematica R© to solve the equations of motion numerically , allowing for a simple and
effective software workflow.
For the analysis, the resulting motion of the capsule was studied in the case of varying
tether length, tether diameter, and capsule mass. Accordingly, using these solutions for
the system’s dynamics, the resulting heat loads on the capsule were calculated using a
simplified 1-D multilayer heat transfer model [30]. Thus, using this model, the incoming
convective heat flux and temperature profile of the capsule material were found and
analyzed for each of the dynamic cases.
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7.1.1 Results
The following results are provided given a baseline tether material (Zylon R©), tether diam-
eter (1 mm), and capsule mass (4800 kg) [Appendix F].
1. The presence of a tether indeed produces more drag at high altitudes, resulting in
an earlier re-entry and a shorter re-entry time [Figures 5.4 and 5.5].
2. Increased tether length produces more drag, causing re-entry to occur earlier and
decreasing re-entry time [Figures 5.6 and 5.7].
3. Increased tether diameter (2 mm from 1 mm) also results in more drag, decreasing
the time of re-entry [Figures 5.17 and 5.18].
4. Decreased capsule mass allows the capsule to slow down sooner due to the increased
effect of drag (from the reduced capsule momentum) [Figures 5.19 and 5.21].
5. Increased tether length results in reduced aerodynamic heat fluxes on the capsule
up until the point where the slower release velocity actually produces higher fluxes
from a steeper re-entry trajectory. For a standard 1 mm tether diameter, the presence
of a tether can decrease the convective heat flux on the capsule by almost 30% while
decreasing the surface temperature by almost 10% [Figures 6.11 and 6.12].
6. Increased tether diameter (2 mm from 1 mm) also decreases aerodynamic heat fluxes
and surface temperatures. For this case, the convective heat flux into the capsule
can be reduced by almost 60% and the surface temperature by just over 20% when
compared to an equivalent system without a tether [Figures 6.15 and 6.16].
7. Decreased capsule mass results in reduced capsule heat loads. For a 30 km long, 1
mm tether, the presence of a tether can reduce the aerodynamic heat flux by over
20% while reducing the capsule surface temperature by almost 8% [Figures 6.19 and
6.20].
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With these reductions in heat loads on the capsule, it is obvious that a de-orbit ma-
neuver using a momentum exchange tether indeed has serendipitous results. However,
it is debatable as to whether or not a momentum exchange tether would serve as an eff-
ective hypersonic parachute for a manned re-entry mission: such a conclusion depends
on yet unexplored or undetermined parameters such as the fatigue properties of the cap-
sule’s heat shield or the actual weight of the capsule before re-entry. Nevertheless, if
designing a mission to use a relatively light capsule and a long/thick tether, this feasibility
study certainly suggests that further investigation into this subset of tether de-orbiting is
warranted.
7.2 Recommendations & Future Work
1. An improved 3-D system model that includes capsule attitude dynamics, capsule
lift, and Earth’s oblateness should be developed in order to provide a more accurate
assessment of both the heat loads and trajectory information.
2. A thorough evaluation/reassessment of the software algorithm and code structure
should be made in order to increase memory efficiency and to allow for a higher
(and more accurate) tether resolution to be computed. Additionally, a rewrite of
the improved algorithm in FORTRAN or C could also increase computational speed
dramatically.
3. Further study into the heat interaction between the hypersonic flow field and capsule
surface should be considered in an updated heat transfer model that includes both
3-D capsule attitude dynamics and a more accurate materials selection within the
heat shield.
4. The drag coefficient information [Appendix B] should be updated to account for
capsule attitude/orientation during re-entry in order to simulate a more accurate
flight path.
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5. For a more realistic assessment of tether performance, a 2-D/3-D heat transfer model
should be constructed for the tether (in conjunction with an appropriate tether failure
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Appendix A: Atmospheric Data
The following data has been pulled from Mathematica R© , which is interfaced directly to
Wolfram’s database of curated scientific information [23].
A.1 Mean Density

















Figure A.1: Mean density, ρ, vs. altitude for Earth’s atmosphere.
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A.2 Mean Free Path

















Figure A.2: Mean free path, λ, vs. altitude for Earth’s atmosphere.
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Appendix B: Drag Coefficient Data
Following Gallais [29], a drag coefficient approximation (which is taken to be the same
for both the capsule, a sphere, and the tether, a cylinder) for a re-entry vehicle may be
approximated by
CD = Cc + Φ(Kn∞)(Cm − Cc), (B.1)
where Cc is the drag coefficient at continuum conditions (≈ 1), Cm is the drag coefficient














In Eq. B.2, ∆Kn = ln Knm − ln Knc is the logarithmic width of the intermediate zone,
Knm ≈ 10, Knc ≈ 10−2, and Knmi is the middle value of the intermediate zone (≈ 0.5) [29].
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Appendix C: Re-entry Simulation Code
H* ***** Define Global Parameters ***** *L
H* Parameters for Excalibur Almaz System *L
Num = 4; H* Number of links *L
a0 = 45 Hp ê 180L; H* Beginning angle of release *L
rz = 1.56; H* Density of in gêcm^3 *L
d = 0.001; H* Diameter = 1 mm *L
elasticity = 280 µ 10^9; H* Young's modulus = 280 GPa *L
ms = 15 000; H* Camelot station mass = 15 metric tons *L
mc = 4800; H* Almaz capsule mass = 4.8 metric tons *L
capRadius = 1.1; H* Capsule diameter = 2.2 meters *L
alt0 = 200 000; H* Initial stationêcapsule altitude is 200 km *L
Rpl = 6.37 106; H* Radius of Earth *L
H* Parameters for Krischke *L
TotLength = 20 000; H* Tether length in km *L
Num = 4; H* Number of links *L
a0 = 45 Hp ê 180L; H* Beginning angle of release *L
rz = 0.97; H* Density of Spectra = 0.97 gêcm^3 *L
d = 0.001; H* Diameter=1 mm *L
mc = 23; H* Endmass = 23 kg *L
capRadius = 0.2; H* Endmass diameter = 0.4 meters *L
alt0 = 680 000; H* Initial stationêcapsule altitude is 680 km *L
v0 = 7276; H* Initial capsule velocity = 7276 mês *L
Omega = Cos@40 °D I7.27 10-5M; H* earth's atmospheric rotation velocity *L
Rpl = 6.37 106; H* Radius of Earth *L
H* ***** Main Re-entry Simulation Software ***** *L
H* Load IC info. *L
rInfoCase1 = Get@"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêrInfoCase1.dat"D;
H* rInfoCase2.dat for elastic ICs *L
H* Set tether lengths *L
TotLengths = 1000 820, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50<;
H* Start main loop over tether lengths *L
ForBj = 1, j § Length@TotLengthsD, ++j,
TotLength = TotLengths@@jDD;
H* Set values & pull densityêmean free path data *L
mass = rz p ê 4 H100 dL^2 H100 TotLengthL ê 1000; H* Tether mass in kg*L
values = 9m Ø mass ê Num, m Ø 3.986 µ 10^14, Sc Ø p capRadius2,
W Ø 7.27 10-5, CDtf Ø 0.01, l Ø TotLength ê Num, Rpl Ø 6.37 106=;
r = Get@"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêdensity.dat"D;
l = Get@"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêmean_free_path.dat"D;
H* Set Knudson Ò & drag coefficient data *L
Knc@alt_D := l@altD ê H2 capRadiusL;
Knt@alt_D := l@altD ê d;
CD@alt_D := 1 +
1
2
H1 + Erf@Sqrt@pD ê HLog@10D - Log@.01DL Log@Knc@altD ê .5DDL H2 - 1L;
CDt@alt_D := 1 +
1
2
H1 + Erf@Sqrt@pD ê HLog@10D - Log@.01DL Log@Knt@altD ê .5DDL H2 - 1L;
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H* Set kinetic & potential energies *L
vi@i_D := :R'@tD - l Sin@ai@tDD Hq'@tD + ai'@tDL - ‚
n=1
i-1
Hl Sin@an@tDD Han'@tD + q'@tDLL,
R@tD q'@tD + l Cos@ai@tDD Hq'@tD + ai'@tDL + ‚
n=1
i-1
Hl Cos@an@tDD Han'@tD + q'@tDLL>;
v2i@i_D := vi@iD.vi@iD êê Simplify;













Ri@i_D := :R@tD + l Cos@ai@tDD + ‚
n=1
i-1




RAbsi@i_D := Ri@iD.Ri@iD ;
H* Potential energy *L







H* Calculate forces on capsule *L









r@altCapsuleD H-W + q£@tDL HR£@tDL2 + HR@tDL2 H-W + q£@tDL2 ;
H* Set some rotation coordinates stuff *L
eRotate = RotationTransform@q@tDD;
bRotate@i_D := RotationTransform@-ai@tDD;
b2@i_D := 8-Sin@ai@tDD, Cos@ai@tDD<;
b1@i_D := 8Cos@ai@tDD, Sin@ai@tDD<;
H* Set position vector for force in inertial coordinates *L
Ri2@i_D :=
:R@tD + l ê 2 Cos@ai@tDD + ‚
n=1
i-1
l Cos@an@tDD, l ê 2 Sin@ai@tDD + ‚
n=1
i-1
l Sin@an@tDD> êê eRotate;
H* Define velocity vector of
tether link midpoint with respect to the atmosphere *L




l Han'@tD + q'@tD - WL Sin@an@tDD, R@tD Hq'@tD - WL +
+ >;
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l ê 2 Hai'@tD + q'@tD - WL Cos@ai@tDD + ‚
n=1
i-1
l Han'@tD + q'@tD - WL Cos@an@tDD>;
H* Define force at tether link midpoint in inertial coordinates,
using the projected area of link perpendicular to the flow direction,
assume uniform across link *L
H* Added skin friction component, CDtf *L
altitude@i_D := HNorm@Ri2@iDD - RplL;
F@i_D :=
H-1 ê 2 r@altitude@iDD CDt@altitude@iDD d l HSign@vw@iD.b2@iDD Hvw@iD.b2@iDLL vw@iDL +
H-1 ê 2 r@altitude@iDD CDtf p d l
HSign@vw@iD.b1@iDD Hvw@iD.b1@iDLL vw@iDL êê eRotate;
H* Generate general coordinates vector, wê and wêo time *L
ModuleA8n, j<,
n = Num;
q = Array@0, 2 + nD;





ForAj = 1, j § n, j++,
q@@j + 2DD = aj@tD;
qnt@@j + 2DD = aj;
E;
E;
H* Function to generate generalized forces for each qi equation;
returns an array corresponding to each equation *L
H* Requires Ri2@iD, F@iD, q *L
QFun@Qr_, Qth_, Numb_, q_ListD :=
ModuleB8Q, n, j, Num = Numb<,
n = Length@qD;
Q = Array@Null, nD;
ForBj = 1, j § n, j++,
If@j ã 1, Q@@jDD += Qr, Q@@jDD = 0D;








H* Generate generalized forces *L
Forces = QFun@QR, Qq, Num, qD;
H* Clear data we don't need *L
ClearAll@F, altitude, vw, Ri2,
b1, b2, eRotate, Q, altCapsule, RAbsi, Ri, Vc, v2i, viD;
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H* Generate array of equations, including forces *L
GenEquations@T_, V_, q_, Forces_D :=
Module@8n, j, eqns<,
n = Length@qD;
eqns = Array@0, nD;
For@j = 1, j § n, j++,




H* Generate equations *L
eqns = GenEquations@T, V, q, ForcesD;
H* Clear more stuff *L
ClearAll@Forces, T, VD;
H* Solve forêgenerate initial conditions *L
ModuleA8n, m, j, templength<,
n = Num;
templength = 25 000;
x0 = Array@0, 2 Length@qDD;
x0@@1 ;; 4DD = 8R@0D ã Rpl + rInfoCase1@templengthD@@3DD,
R'@0D ã 0, q@0D ã rInfoCase1@templengthD@@4DD, q'@0D ã
rInfoCase1@templengthD@@1DD ê HRpl + rInfoCase1@templengthD@@3DDL< ê. values;
ForAj = 1, j § n, j++,
m = 2 H2 + jL;
x0@@m - 1 ;; mDD = 9aj@0D ã 0, aj'@0D ã -1 HrInfoCase1@templengthD@@2DDL= ê. values;
E;
E;
H* Solve equations numerically until ground level is reached *L
eqns = Join@eqns, x0D ê. values;
NDSolve@eqns, qnt, 8t, 0, 4000<, MaxSteps Ø ¶,
Method Ø 8"EventLocator", "Event" Ø Evaluate@R@tD - Rpl ê. valuesD,
"EventAction" ß Throw@tend = t, "StopIntegration"D<D êê Timing >>
"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêsolutionsêsolution_" <> ToString@NumD <>
"links_" <> ToString@TotLength ê 1000D <> "km.dat"
F;
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Appendix D: Initial Condition Generation Code
H* ***** Initial Condition HSwing SimulationL Software ***** *L
H* *** Inelastic Swing Simulation *** *L
Needs@"VariationalMethods`"D;
H* Specify positions and velocities of station and capsule *L
alt = alt0;
rcm = 6.37 µ 10^6 + alt;
rc = 8R@tD - HlL Cos@a@tDD, HlL Sin@a@tDD<;
vs = 8R'@tD, R@tD q'@tD<;
vc = 8R'@tD + HlL Ha'@tD - q'@tDL Sin@a@tDD, R@tD q'@tD + HlL Ha'@tD - q'@tDL Cos@a@tDD<;















H* Specify values to use, as well as initial conditions *L





r0 = Hrcm + dcm l Cos@a0DL2 + Hdcm l Sin@a0DL2 ;
x0i = 8R@0D ã r0, R'@0D ã 0, q@0D ã 0,
q'@0D ã Sqrt@m ê rcmD ê rcm, a@0D ã a0, a'@0D ã 0< ê. valuesi;
H* Define the equations of motion, damping forces, custom spring coefficient *L
eqnsi = EulerEquations@T - V, 8R@tD, q@tD, a@tD<, tD;
H* Kfun@x_D:=Piecewise@88k,x¥0<,8100 k,x<0<<D;
eqnsi=eqnsiê.kØKfun@x@tDD; *L
H* Define an array of both tether lengths
and corresponding spring constant values *L
ltemp = Table@n, 8n, 5000, 50 000, 5000<D;
H* Solve the system of ODEs numerically *L
solni = Table@NDSolve@8eqnsi, x0i< ê. valuesi ê. l Ø ltemp@@nDD,
8R, q, a<, 8t, 0, 1800<D, 8n, 1, Length@ltempD<D;
H* Get all data at release point *L
time = 900;
releaseInfo = Array@Null, Length@solniDD;
releaseInfo2 = Array@Null, Length@solniDD;
times = Array@Null, Length@solniDD;
Module@8vctemp, Rc0, temp, alphad, thtemp, Rcd, vstemp, Rd<,
For@i = 1, i § Length@solniD, i++,
temp = FindRoot@Evaluate@a@tD ê. solni@@iDDD, 8t, 800, 1100<D;
H*time=tê.temp;*L
times@@iDD = temp;
H* Find velocities and positions *L
vctemp = vc@@2DD ê. l Ø ltemp@@iDD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp;
vctemp = vctemp@@1DD;
Rcd = vc@@1DD ê. l Ø ltemp@@iDD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp;
Rcd = Rcd@@1DD;
Rc0 = rc@@1DD ê. l Ø ltemp@@iDD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp;
;
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Rc0 = HRc0@@1DD - RplL ê. valuesi;
alphad = a'@tD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; alphad = alphad@@1DD;
thtemp = q@tD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; thtemp = thtemp@@1DD;
Rd = vs@@1DD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; Rd = Rd@@1DD;
vstemp = vs@@2DD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; vstemp = vstemp@@1DD;
H* releaseInfo=8c1 vel., t.length, alt., a', c2 vel.,q,delta v< *L
releaseInfo@@iDD =
8vctemp, ltemp@@iDD ê 1000, Rc0 ê 1000, alphad, Rcd, thtemp, vstemp - vctemp<;
H* releaseInfo2=8c1 vel., t.length, c2 vel.< *L
releaseInfo2@@iDD = 8vstemp, ltemp@@iDD ê 1000, Rd<;
D
D;
H* Generate interpolating function *L
f = 81000 releaseInfo@@Ò, 2DD,
8releaseInfo@@Ò, 1DD, releaseInfo@@Ò, 4DD, 1000 releaseInfo@@Ò, 3DD,
releaseInfo@@Ò, 6DD, releaseInfo@@Ò, 7DD<< & êü Range@1, Length@ltempDD;
rInfoCase1 = Interpolation@fD >> "~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêrInfoCase1.dat";
H* *** Elastic Swing Simulation *** *L
Needs@"VariationalMethods`"D;
alt = alt0;
H* Specify positions and velocities of station and capsule *L
rcm = 6.37 µ 10^6 + alt;
rc = 8R@tD - Hl + x@tDL Cos@a@tDD, Hl + x@tDL Sin@a@tDD<;
vs = 8R'@tD, R@tD q'@tD<;
vc = 8R'@tD - x'@tD Cos@a@tDD + Hl + x@tDL Ha'@tD - q'@tDL Sin@a@tDD,
R@tD q'@tD + x'@tD Sin@a@tDD + Hl + x@tDL Ha'@tD - q'@tDL Cos@a@tDD<;























H* Specify values to use, as well as initial conditions *L





r0 = Hrcm + dcm l Cos@a0DL2 + Hdcm l Sin@a0DL2 ;
x0i = 8R@0D ã r0, R'@0D ã 0, q@0D ã 0, q'@0D ã Sqrt@m ê rcmD ê rcm,
x@0D ã 0, x'@0D ã 0, a@0D ã a0, a'@0D ã 0< ê. valuesi;
H* Define the equations of motion, damping forces, custom spring coefficient *L
eqnsi = EulerEquations@T - V, 8R@tD, q@tD, x@tD, a@tD<, tD;
qd = 8R'@tD, q'@tD, x'@tD, a'@tD<;
QD = -D@RDF, ÒD & êü qd;
For@i = 1, i § Length@qdD, i++,
eqnsi@@i, 2DD = QD@@iDD;
D;
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D;
H* Define an array of both tether lengths
and corresponding spring constant values *L
ltemp = Table@n, 8n, 5000, 50 000, 5000<D;
kvalues = Helasticity p d^2L ê H4 ÒL & êü ltemp;
For@i = 1, i § Length@ltempD, i++,
kvalues@@iDD = 8ltemp@@iDD, kvalues@@iDD<;
D;
H* Solve the system of ODEs numerically *L
solni =
Table@NDSolve@8eqnsi, x0i< ê. valuesi ê. l Ø kvalues@@n, 1DD ê. k Ø kvalues@@n, 2DD,
8R, q, x, a<, 8t, 0, 1800<D, 8n, 1, Length@ltempD<D;
H* Get all data at release point *L
time = 900;




releaseInfo = Array@Null, Length@solniDD;
releaseInfo2 = Array@Null, Length@solniDD;
Module@8vctemp, xvalues, fit, xavg, Rc0, temp, alphad, thtemp, Rcd, vstemp, Rd<,
For@i = 1, i § Length@solniD, i++,
temp = FindRoot@Evaluate@a@tD ê. solni@@iDDD, 8t, 800, 1100<D;
H* Get average extension length *L
xvalues = Table@Flatten@8t, Evaluate@x@tD ê. solni@@iDDD<D, 8t, 0, 1800, 1<D;
fit = FindFit@xvalues, xfun, 8a, b, c<, tD;
xavg = xfun ê. fit ê. temp;
H* Find velocities and positions *L
vctemp = vc@@2DD ê. x'@tD Ø 0 ê. x@tD Ø xavg ê. l Ø ltemp@@iDD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp;
vctemp = vctemp@@1DD;
Rcd = vc@@1DD ê. x'@tD Ø 0 ê. x@tD Ø xavg ê. l Ø ltemp@@iDD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp;
Rcd = Rcd@@1DD;
Rc0 = rc@@1DD ê. x@tD Ø xavg ê. l Ø ltemp@@iDD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp;
Rc0 = HRc0@@1DD - RplL ê. valuesi;
alphad = a'@tD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; alphad = alphad@@1DD;
thtemp = q@tD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; thtemp = thtemp@@1DD;
vstemp = vs@@2DD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; vstemp = vstemp@@1DD;
Rd = vs@@1DD ê. solni@@iDD ê. temp; Rd = Rd@@1DD;
H* releaseInfo=8c1 vel., t.length, alt., a', c2 vel.,q, avg. sp. ext.< *L
releaseInfo@@iDD =
8vctemp, ltemp@@iDD ê 1000, Rc0 ê 1000, alphad, Rcd, thtemp, xavg, vstemp - vctemp<;
H* releaseInfo2=8c1 vel., t.length, c2 vel.< *L
releaseInfo2@@iDD = 8vstemp, ltemp@@iDD ê 1000, Rd<;
D
D;
H* Generate interpolating function *L
f = 81000 releaseInfo@@Ò, 2DD,
8releaseInfo@@Ò, 1DD, releaseInfo@@Ò, 4DD, 1000 releaseInfo@@Ò, 3DD,
releaseInfo@@Ò, 6DD, releaseInfo@@Ò, 7DD<< & êü Range@1, Length@ltempDD;
rInfoCase2 = Interpolation@fD >> "~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêrInfoCase2.dat";
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Appendix E: Heat Transfer Code
H* ***** Heat Load and Temperature Profile Software ***** *L
H* Generate temperature solutions for with and without tether *L
Needs@"DifferentialEquations`InterpolatingFunctionAnatomy`"D;
values = 9m Ø mass ê Num, m Ø 3.986 1014, Sc Ø p capRadius2, W Ø 7.27 10-5, CDtf Ø 0.01,
l Ø TotLength ê Num, Rpl Ø 6.37 106, a Ø 0.95, k Ø 1.82 10-4, t1 Ø 0.1524,
t2 Ø 0.002, t3 Ø 0.004, t4 Ø 0.002, t5 Ø 0.0254, e Ø 0.85, s Ø 5.67 10-8=;
r = Get@"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêdensity.dat"D;
H* Define the freestream velocity and heating load HfluxL *L
vwc = 8R'@tD, R@tD Hq'@tD - WL<;
vtot = vwc.vwc ;
qflux@alt_D := k r@altD ê capRadius vtot3 ê. values;
H* Set tether lengths to analyze *L
TotLengths = 1000 815, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50<;
H* Set thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity piecewise functions *L
afun@x_D := PiecewiseA993.534 10-6, 0 § x § t1=, 90.2712 10-6, t1 < x § t2=,
90.2283 10-6, t2 < x § t3=, 90.2712 10-6, t3 < x § t4==, 70.6 10-6E ê. values;
kfun@x_D := Piecewise@884.3, 0 § x § t1<, 80.424, t1 < x § t2<,
80.0505, t2 < x § t3<, 80.424, t3 < x § t4<<, 167.4D ê. values;
H* Loop over all defined tether lengths *L
ForBj = 1, j § Length@TotLengthsD, ++j,
TotLength = TotLengths@@jDD;
H* Pull simulated dynamics solutions *L
sol = Get@"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêsolutionsêsolution_4links_" <>
ToString@TotLength ê 1000D <> "km.dat"D;
solNone = Get@"~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêsolutionsêsolution_nolinks_" <>
ToString@TotLength ê 1000D <> "km.dat"D;
H* Define end of time range for diffy-Q's *L
time = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@R ê. sol@@2DD@@1DDD@@1, 2DD êê Floor;
timeNone = InterpolatingFunctionDomain@R ê. solNone@@2DD@@1DDD@@1, 2DD êê Floor;
H* Set the altitude function *L
alt = Evaluate@HR@tD - RplL ê. sol@@2, 1DDD;
altNone = Evaluate@HR@tD - RplL ê. solNone@@2, 1DDD;
H* Define heat transfer parameters *L
qfun@t_D := Evaluate@qflux@altD ê. values ê. sol@@2DD@@1DDD;
qfunNone@t_D := Evaluate@qflux@altNoneD ê. values ê. solNone@@2DD@@1DDD;
H* Define PDE and initial conditions *L




T0 = :Derivative@1, 0D@TD@0, tD == -
1
kfun@0D
Iqfun@tD - e s HT@0, tDL4M,
Derivative@1, 0D@TD@t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5, tD ã 0, T@x, 0D ã 294>;
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T0None = :Derivative@1, 0D@TD@0, tD == -
1
kfun@0D
IqfunNone@tD - e s HT@0, tDL4M,
Derivative@1, 0D@TD@t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5, tD ã 0, T@x, 0D ã 294>;
H* Set up equations to solve *L
eqns = Join@eqnsTemp, T0D ê. values;
eqnsNone = Join@eqnsTemp, T0NoneD ê. values;
H* Solve equations numerically *L
solnTemp = NDSolve@eqns, T, 8x, 0, t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 ê. values<, 8t, 0, time<D;
solnTemp = Insert@solnTemp, Evaluate@R@tD - Rpl ê. values ê. sol@@2DD@@1DDD, -1D;
solnTemp >> "~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêsolutionsêtempsêtemps_4links_" <>
ToString@TotLength ê 1000D <> "km_5l.dat"; H* with tether *L
solnTempNone = NDSolve@eqnsNone, T,
8x, 0, t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 ê. values<, 8t, 0, timeNone<D; solnTempNone =
Insert@solnTempNone, Evaluate@R@tD - Rpl ê. values ê. solNone@@2DD@@1DDD, -1D;
solnTempNone >> "~êDropboxêMScêCalculationêsolutionsêtempsêtemps_nolinks_" <>
ToString@TotLength ê 1000D <> "km_5l.dat"; H* without tether *L
ClearAll@sol, solNone, time, timeNone, qfun, qfunNone, alt,
altNone, eqnsTemp, T0, T0None, eqns, eqnsNone, solnTemp, solnTempNoneD;
F;
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Appendix F: TSS Parameters
Table F.1: Properties for the station, capsule, and tether.
Parameter Value
Initial Orbit Altitude 200 km
Capsule Mass 4,800 kg
Capsule Diameter 2.2 meters
Station Mass 15,000 kg
Tether Material Zylon R© [32]
Tether Density 1.56 g/cm3
Tether Elasticity 280 GPa
Tether Rupture Elongation 2.5%
Tether Diameter 1 mm
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Appendix G: TSS Parameters (Krischke)
Table G.1: Release parameters and capsule/tether propertiess (Krischke).
Parameter Value
Release Altitude 680 km
Release Velocity 7,276 m/s
Capsule Mass 23 kg
Capsule Diameter 0.4 meters
Tether Material Spectra R© [33]
Tether Density 0.97 g/cm3
Tether Diameter 1 mm
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